
Sommerlicher Schmuck
Instructions No. 1781
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

Homemade jewellery is totally in trend. With natural pearls, various pendants or connectors and with colourful tassels,
bracelets, anklets, but also earrings and necklaces look great. You can knot your dreamlike summer jewellery yourself in the
most different ways.

The different bracelets can be made in many different ways. Whether with simple leather straps and natural-coloured wooden beads or with gaudy nylon cords
and chic charm connectors. In addition, coloured tassels or pendants can be integrated into the bracelets at will. You brought some shells with you from your
last holiday? You can also use them as pendants. Clean the shells a bit beforehand, drill through them with a fine jewelry drill and attach an eyelet. 

Absolutely hip are also bracelets that are knottedMacramé with the -technique. target= you will
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Article number Article name Qty
579469-02 Charms connector "Ornament"Silver 1
640602-01 Wooden beads, Ø 10 mm, approx. 50 piecesNature 1
574150-02 Wood Bead MixNature 1
672528-01 Tassel with eyeletWhite 1
579469-02 Charms connector "Ornament"Silver 1
579452-02 Charms connector "Mandala"Silver 1
579247 VBS Decoration pendant-Mix with 2 eyelets, 4 pieces 1
579407 VBS Charms Decoration pendant Mix "Give me five" 1
650656-10 Leather strap round, Ø 1 mmNature 1
574150-02 Wood Bead MixNature 1

First cut four approx. 1 m long pieces of Cotton cord off. Use the
techniqueMacramé to knot a strand about 6 cm long, depending on the size of
the toe 

To do this, always take the left outer thread and knot it individually around all
other threads. Repeat this procedure until you have the desired length. Make
sure that you always take the left outer thread 

Then knot the strands and reduce them to 2 ribbons. Cut off the protruding
ribbons and cover this area with some Textile glue fix it. Now thread one on
Pearl and knot the two stands with Macramé. 

Tie the leaf tag. Attach another Cord one to the other side of the pendant and
thread three more beads. Tie a small lasso knot. Attach more beads or
connectors as desired 

The fastener is formed with a so-called lasso knot.
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